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Visual Streamline FAQ 

 

How to Setup GL Periods? 
 

To access and setup ‘G/L Periods’ from the main menu, select: 

� General Ledger 
� G/L Master Files 
� G/L Periods 

 

G/L Periods must be set up from the start.  We suggest that the organization have periods set out for a couple of 
years in advance along with the current year (i.e. if you’re currently in 2000, set out periods for 2001 and 2002).  G/L 
Periods define the accounting period for posting and reporting periods.  Use the GENERATE button to create the 
next years periods.  This is the recommended process. 

 

It is each sites responsibility to setup, and maintain GL Periods.  If there are errors made in the setup, and data 
needs to be fixed, time spent will be billable at our current rates. 

 

There are two ways to define the GL periods.   A user can opt to define one period at a time, using the NEW button 
on the GL Periods screen.  This requires that the Period be keyed in manually.  First enter the fiscal year followed by 
/ and then the period as shown in figure 1 below.  Start and end dates for that period need to be defined, along 
with the Cut Date and Tax Remit Date, if applicable.  This option only generates one period at a time. 

 

Figure 1 
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To generate an entire Fiscal Year at once, use the GENERATE button.  The user must select the ‘type’ they wish to 
use, whether it be ‘Monthly Method’ or ‘4,4,5 Method’ (the first period will have 4 weeks, the next period has 4 

weeks, and the next period will have 5 weeks).  It is recommended to use the ‘Monthly Method’  Once this selection 
has been made, the system will prompt the user to enter the ‘year’ of the next year to generate, and confirm the 
‘First Day in Year’.  Once the selections have been made/entered, select the OK button to proceed or the ESCAPE 

key to abort.Note:  If ‘4,4,5 Method’ is selected, the start date should be Sunday. 

It is not recommended to use the GENERATE option when you have previously used the option to create one period 
at at time.  If you have  used the NEW button to generate individual periods, and you have not generated the entire 
year, then you end up with situations where you will have incorrect setup.  The GENERATE option will ask you for the 
next YEAR to Generate, and it will create all the periods for that year, so if the last defined period was not period 12, 
there will be a gap. 

 

Figure 2 

 
 

Next, enter Year to generate, and the start date. 

You must exit the menu option to see the newly defined periods.   

 


